
 

Ashley Down - Fixed asking price £460,000

3 bed house
35 York Avenue, BS7 9LH



 

 

References to the Tenure of a Property are based
on information supplied by the Seller. The Agent has
not had sight of the title documents. Lease details,
service ground rent (where applicable) are given as
a guide only and should be checked and con�rmed
by your solicitor prior to exchange of contracts.   

 

A fantastic period home on a popular tree lined street in Ashley Down.

It's a great location as the sought after primary schools of Sefton Park & Brunel Fields are a short walk away, as is Gloucester Road with its array of cafes, restaurants and independent shops.

The house has a lovely feel to it thanks to the layout and the period features that have been retained.

The lounge, with its bay window, feature fireplace and ceiling cornice, has all you'd want from a period lounge.

The middle reception room also has a feeling of character due to the stripped floors and the fitted dresser.

At the back of the house is the extended kitchen/dining/family room and this is a fantastic space.

Your eye is drawn to the folding doors at the end of the room, which when fully open, links the inside and outside perfectly.

As well as these doors that allow the light to come through, there are two further windows which allow more light in.

In the kitchen area there is ample storage and the dining area currently has a large table & chairs plus a sideboard.

The bi fold doors take you into the garden. This has been neatly arranged so you have a decked area next to the house, and at the bottom of the garden, a seating area amongst the trees which

creates a feeling of privacy.

Upstairs there are 3 bedrooms and the family bathroom

The main bedroom spans the full width of the front of the house and has large fitted wardrobes.

The second bedroom is another good sized double room and has a period feature fireplace.

Bedroom three is at the back of the house, as is the family bathroom that has been recently fitted with contemporary tiles.

Plenty of houses on the street have converted the loft, so subject to obtaining the relevant and necessary consents, this is something that could be done.
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